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Now that Spring break is almost here, it is time to announce some exciting news from the UCF Libraries:
UCF Institutional Repository!
From Lee Dotson, Digital Services Librarian:
We are pleased to announce a new tech fee funded project that will bring a state of the art digital
repository and publishing platform to all UCF students, faculty, and staff. The platform is designed to
showcase the breadth of scholarship and other creative outputs produced at UCF and is optimized for the
open web with the ability to provide metrics to demonstrate impact around the world. Be on the lookout for
more information as this exciting project is implemented over the next few months.
TAYLOR & Francis Archive Collections:
UCF has gained access and perpetual rights to all of the journal content in the
education subject collection, starting with the first volume and issue of each
journal continuing through 1996. Included in the collection are such titles as
Change, Community College Journal of Research and Practice, Comparative
Education, Innovation in Language Learning and Teaching, Journal of Research
in Childhood Education, and Journal of School Violence. For a complete list, go
to Taylor & Francis in the UCF databases and browse by the subject Education.

SAGE Research Methods
Sage Research Methods is a research methods tool created to help researchers, faculty and students
with their research projects. Sage Research Methods contains content from over 720 books, dictionaries,
encyclopedias, and handbooks, the entire “Little Green Book,” and "Little Blue Book” series, two Major
Works collating a selection of journal articles, and specially commissioned videos. Researchers can
explore methods and concepts to help them design research projects, understand particular methods or
identify a new method, conduct their research, and write up their findings. Since Sage Research Methods
focuses on methodology rather than disciplines, it can be used across the social sciences, health
sciences, and more.
You can browse titles in the collection, limit to books, dictionaries, encyclopedias, journal articles or
videos. Click on this link to begin browsing: http://srmo.sagepub.com/browse

